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ABSTRACT 
\\ie prove a result on the existence of a common totally isotropic subspace for a 
pair of forms on V X V, where V is a finite dimensional space (real, complex, or 
quaternionic), and whew one of the forms is hermitian while the other is skew-hermi- 
tian. Applications to algebraic matrix Riccati equations are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
In this paper we study the problems of existence of a common totally 
isotropic subspace for a pair of forms of which one is hermitian and the other 
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is skew-hermitian. Our initial motivation to study these problems was appli- 
cations to the matrix algebraic Riccati equations (which will be considered in 
the last section). It turns out, however, that the problems of existence of a 
common totally isotropic subspace appear in several other contexts (see, e.g., 
[5, 31) and are independently interesting. 
We now state the main result of this paper. 
Let F be one of the classical fields R, C, or H (real numbers, complex 
numbers, or real quaternions). Let V be a right vector space over F of finite 
dimension n, and let f (g) be a skew-hermitian (hermitian) form on V X V. 
In particular we have 
g(s,yh) = g(r,y)h, g(y,s) = g(s,y) 
for all qy E V and A E F. It follows that ASO f(xA, !/>= Af(x, Y) d 
&A, y> = A&, y). 
TIIEOKELI 1.1. lf there exist subspaces V, a& V, of V of tlinzension ni 
such that 
(i) f(zr, y) = 0 and g(x, s) > 0 for all x, y E V,, 
(ii) f(r, y) = 0 and g(x, x) < 0 for all s, y E V,, 
then there exists u sul~space V,, of V of dimension rn such that f<x, y) = 
g(x, y> = 0 for uZE x, y E V,,. 
In the complex case it is assumed that f is skew-hermitian rather than 
hermitian. This is done solely for the sake of conformity with the other two 
cases. Of course, in the complex case, if f is skew-hermitian then if is 
hermitian. 
The subspace V,, of V with the property that f(x, y> = 0 for a11 X, y E V,, 
is called totally isotropic in the literature (see, e.g., [8]). 
The result analogous to Theorem 1.1 with both f and g hermitian is false 
(in the case F = R), as the following example shows, where V = R’: 
f((XI,YI),(X2,Y2))=X2YI+S,Ye, g((x,>y,)>(+Y2)) = x1x2 - YlY2. 
We note that some straightforward attempts to relax the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.1 won’t work. For example, if F = C, one cannot replace “f(x, y> 
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= 0 for all x, y E V,” by “$(I, x> > 0 for all x E V,,” as demonstrated by 
taking V = C’ and 
f((X,,YI)‘(X2,Y2)) = - E,x,; d(x,>Y,L(x,,Y,)) = x,x2 - G,Yz. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We prove Theorem 1.1 in 
the next section, and applications to the algebraic matrix Riccati equations 
are given in Section 3. 
Throughout the paper the notation K > 0 (K > 0) means that the hermi- 
tian matrix K is positive semidefinite (positive definite). For a negative 
semidefinite (negative definite) matrix K we write K < 0 (K < 0). I, stands 
for the k X k identity matrix. The asterisk * indicates the conjugate transpose 
matrix. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We use induction on n. If V, + V, #V, we can use the induction 
hypothesis. Hence we may assume that V= V, + Vz. Let W = V, n Vz,, k = 
dim F W, and note that (i) and (ii) imply that g(r, x > = 0 for all x E W and 
therefore g(x, y> = 0 for all x,y E W. If k = m we are done. Let k < m. 
Assume k > 0, and choose subspaces V,’ and Vl such that V, = W@V,’ 
and Vz = W@Vl;. From (i) and (ii) we conclude that g(W, V,‘) = 0 and 
g(W,V;)= 0. Th us if V’ = V; + Vi then g( W, V’> = 0. Similarly f( W, V> = 0. 
By the induction hypothesis there exists a subspace Vi of V’ of dimension 
m - k such that f( x, y) = g(x, y) = 0 for all x, y E Vi. If V,, = W + V(, then 
dimFV, = m and f(x, y) = g(x, y) = 0 for all x, y E V,,. 
We may now assume that W = 0, i.e., V = V,@V, and so n = 2m. At this 
point we introduce additional nondegeneracy conditions: 
(iii) f is nondegenerate, and the restrictions of g to V, X V, and V, X V, 
are nondegenerate. 
Assuming that (iii) holds, there is a unique linear operator u on V such that 
and for x, y E V. We claim that U* = - u*, where U* denotes the adjoint of 
u with respect to f. Indeed, we have 
f(X,4Y)) = g(xTY) = .dY,X) =f(Y.dx)) = -f(4x)>Y), 
proving the claim. 
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For A EC set 
u* = u ’ -2(RcA)u + lA/“, E, = Kcr ui 
Note that uh = u*\, oh” = u_*, and consequently, E, = E,. We set 
V+= c E,, V-= c E,. 
Ht. A > 0 kh<O 
Clearly Vf f’ V- = 0. We claim that V+ + V = V, or equivalently that 
E, = 0 where Re A = 0. (At this point we use the spectral decomposition of 
the operator u on V, when V is understood as a vector space over R; it is 
easy to see that the sets V+ and V- are actually subspaces over F.) 
Assume first that F # R. Let u(x) = .rA for some N E V. Write x = xi + .r2 
with x, E Vi and x2 E V, (we shall use this convention for other vectors, too). 
Write u(x,)= y, + y2, u(x,)= 2, + z2. Then yi + z, = x,A and yz + z2 = 
x,A. With p =f(x,,x,) we have 
g:(xI>xl) =~(x,,u(x,))=f(x,,x,) =f(xl,xqA-z2) 
g(x,,x,) = g(x,,x,) =j&+-2)) = -f(4%h) 
=-f(--l,x2>=f(y1-x,A,x,)=f(u(x,),x,)-hi., 
and so fi(x,,x,)-~(~,,~,)=I_LA+A~_L. If ReA=O, then x=-A and 
Re(pA + hp) = Re(FA - Ap) = 0. C onsequently g(x,,x,)- g(x,,x,)= 0. 
Since the restriction of g to V, X Vi (to V, X V,) is positive (negative) 
definite, it follows that xi = x2 = 0. This proves our claim if F # R. If F = R, 
let V= V@Vi be the complexification of V. We extend f (g) to a skew- 
hermitian (hermitian) form f (S) on V X V by setting 
f(x + yi,x’+ y’i) = [f( x,x’)+f(y,y’)] +[f(x,y’)-fty,x’)li, 
and similarly for S. Then we can apply the above argument. Thus we have 
shown that V =V+@V. 
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If ,J p { - A, - A), then the restriction of u_* to E, is nonsingular and 
the equality 
shows that f<E,, Ew) = 0. Since f is nondegenerate, we conclude that 
dim, E, = dim. E_, for all A and so dim,;V+ = dimFV- = m. Since 
f (V’, Vt ) = 0 and u(V+ ) = V+, we also have g(V+, V+ ) = 0. Thus we can 
take V,, = V+. 
Finally we drop the nondegeneracy conditions (iii). Choose a basis of V 
consisting of a basis of V, and a basis of V2. Then the matrices of f and g 
have the form 
K=(_“p* ;), s=(;* g). 
where A and C are hermitian matrices and A > 0, C < 0. Let P,, A,, C,, 
k = 1,2,. , be infinite sequences of nonsingular m by m matrices over F 
such that A, and C, are hennitian for all k, A, > 0, C, < 0, and 
lim Pk = P, 
k+sc 
limAk=A, 
k+= 
lim C, = C 
L -co 
By replacing P in K with Pk and by replacing A and C in S with A, and 
C,, respectively, we obtain infinite sequences K, and S, such that each pair 
(K,, S,), or more precisely the corresponding pair of forms ( fk, gk) that they 
define, satisfy our nondegeneracy conditions (iii). Hence, for each k, there 
exists a 2m by m matrix X, over F such that X,*X, = I,,, and XzK,X, = 
X,*S, X, = 0. Since the set of all 2 m by m matrices X over F satisfying 
x*x = I,,, is compact, we may assume (and we do) that the sequence (X,) is 
convergent. If X is its limit, then we have X*X = I,,, and X*KX = X*SX = 0. 
Hence if V,, is the subspace of V whose basis consists of the vectors whose 
coordinates are the columns of X, then V,, has all the desired properties. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO RICCATI EQUATIONS 
Consider the Riccati equation 
XBR-‘B*X-X(A-RR-‘C)-(A-RR-‘C)*X-(O-C*R-’C)=O, 
(3.1) 
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where A, B, C, Q, and R are (complex) matrices of dimensions II X II, 
n X m, m X n, n X n, and m X m, respectively, Q is hermitian, and R is 
positive definite. The matrix X is a hermitian matrix to be found. Together 
with the equation (3.1) consider the inequalit! 
d(X) GO, (3.2) 
where .9(X> is the left-hand side of (3.1), and we use the notation Y < Z to 
indicate that the difference Y - Z of the hermitian matrices Y and Z is 
negative semidcfinite. The equation (3.1) and the inequality (3.2) are ver)~ 
important in the theory of linear control systems, and there is a vast literature 
devoted to them. 
The following result is well known (SW [6, 21, where it is proved under 
weaker stalClizability assumptions). 
TIIEOHELI 3.1. ASSUVW the pair (A, B) is controllalde. 
(a> If there is u hermitian solution X to the inecpulity (3.2), then there is 
also a hermitiun solution X to the equation (3.1). 
(b) Assume cl11 the coefficients A, B, C, Q, unrl R are real. Then the 
existence of u real symmetric solution of the inequality (3.2) implies the 
existence of a reul symmetric solution of the equation (3.1). 
We shall obtain Theorem 3.1, as well as more general results, as a simple 
application of Theorem 1.1. 
We consider a generalization of (3.1), (3.2): 
X*BR-‘B*X - X*(A - BR-‘C)k 
-Y*(A- BR-%)*X-Y*(Q-C*R-‘C)Y=O, (3.3) 
where A, B, C, Q and R are as lxfbre, and X and k’ are II X a matrices to 
be found (here (Y is an integer which may be different from ?I>, and 
.!%,,(X,Y) GO, (3.3) 
where L@,L<X, Y) is the left-hand side of (3.3). 
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TIIWWLI 3.2. Assulne that there exists a pair ofn x (Y matrices (X,,,f;,) 
such that 
X,TY,, = Y,TX,,, and 
Then there es&s a pair of VI X (Y vnutrices (X,, Y,> such that 
x*y =f’*x rank 
y ,
1 I I 1, 
[ 1 x, =(y, 
and the equality 
XTBR-‘B*X, - X;“(A - BR-‘C)Y, 
+‘:(A-BR-‘C)*X,-Y:(Q-C*R-‘c)y,=o 
is satis$ed. If the matrices A, B, C, R, Q, X,,, uncl Y(, are real, then there 
exist X,, Y, u;ith the aboz;e properties which ure ulso rd. 
Proof. Let 
(A-BR-Ic)* 
I -BR-‘B* ’ 
s= 0 I,, 
[ 1 - I,, 0 
A straightforward verification shows that the a-dimensional subspace 
is K-nonnegative and totally S-isotropic [in other words, g(x, X> 3 0 for all 
x E M,, where g is the hermitian form associated with K, and f<x, y) = 0 for 
all X, y E hl,, where f is the skew-hermitian form associated with S]. Note 
that because the maximal dimension of a totally S-isotropic subspace is n, we 
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must have a < n. Obviously, the sul~space Im 
[ 1 :’ is totally S-isotropic and 8, 
K-nonnegative. Let M, he any a-dimensional subspace contained in Im [ 1 :’ ), 
By Theorem 1.1 there exists a s&space M of dimension a which is totally 
S-isotropic as well as totally K-isotropic. Write 
M= 
k’, I 1 *I . 
One verifies that the pair (X,, Y,) satisfies all the required properties. n 
We observe that one can obtain results analogous to Theorem 3.2 with 
the assumption on positi\ze definiteness of R relaxed. The only place we used 
this assumption was in the proof that the sul~space 1111 ‘,’ is K-nonpositive. 11 
For example, one can replace the assuulption R > 0 hy Q < C”R-‘C. 
To show that Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.2, take a = n and 
Y,, = Z in Theorem 3.2. The controllal~ility assumption implies 1)~ the results 
of [l, 4, 71 that any n-dimensional totally S-isotropic totally K-isotropic 
subspace is of the form Im .t~ 
[ 1 
for sOme X. In other words, we cim assume 
Y, = Z in Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 3.2 follows. 
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